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Program Goals 

• Gen Next:  the changing educational environment 
and the National Curriculum 
 

• An understanding of current research in relation to 
student information seeking and learning in complex 
and diverse information environments 
 

• An understanding of the principles of guided inquiry 
as a pedagogical framework for constructivist 
learning 
 

• Strategies for designing instructional interventions 
for guided inquiry, and instructional exemplars 
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The Education Landscape of Australia 

Increasing acknowledgement of: 
• the complexity and diversity of student learning; 
 

• intellectual quality as key learning outcome; 
 

• engagement with, and ownership of learning; 
 

• integratedness of disciplinary knowledges and 
skills; 
 

• digital media infused environment; 
 

• inclusiveness:  educational leaders, learners, 
knowledge, community, cultural diversity; 

 

• teacher as the most important influence on student 
learning 

• National Curriculum:  high standards 
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Meta-analyses of educational 
research shows that the most 
significant impacts on student 
learning & achievement are: 
 
• role of teacher and quality of 

instruction;  
• developing a supportive 

learning environment; 
• engaging students in discovery, 

inquiry, thinking, meta-
cognition, and  knowledge 
building 

 
(Visible learning: a synthesis of over 800 
meta-analyses relating to achievement:  
[John Hattie.  Routledge, 2009]) 

Visible Learning 
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National Curriculum: Key Dynamics 

• Authentic & powerful pedagogy: frameworks that 
support intellectual engagement, connectedness 
to the wider world, supportive classroom 
environments, and recognition of difference   

 
• Intellectual quality: developing higher-order 

thinking, deep understanding, deep knowledge, 
substantive conversations, critique of knowledge 
and engaging with problematic knowledge  

 
• Social, cultural & personal agency: respect for 

different values, knowledges, global awareness, 
social and ethical values, self-confidence, risk-
taking, independence, interdependence; 21st C life 
skills – careers and living 
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Intellectual Quality 
Intellectual Agency 

Deep knowledge  
Deep understanding  

Problematic knowledge 
Higher order thinking 

Meta-language 
Substantive communication  

Personal Agency 
Self Confidence 

Willingness to take risks 
Trying new ideas and practices 

Independence 
Autonomy 

Social and Cultural Agency 
Respect for different values, cultural knowledges and viewpoints 
Team building, collaboration, negotiation and decision making:  

inclusivity 
Knowledge integration: conceptual coherence and integration 

Connect with current and future lives 
Social and ethical values 

National Curriculum:  ENGAGEMENT 
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The Google Generation  (British Library Research) 
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The Google  Generation:  Research tells us 

• Horizontal information seeking and “power browsing” 
 

• Use of simple search strategies, limited information assessment 
 

• Squirreling behavior:  stockpiling content in the form of downloads 
 

• Fact foraging, fact finding, and fact fooling 
 

• Superficial effort in knowledge construction: stockpiling of 
retrieved facts with limited intellectual engagement:  transport not 
transformation 

 

• Pedagogy of knowledge construction largely absent in context of 
research tasks – rarely explicitly developed, supported, sustained 

 

• Limited engagement with multiple perspectives, interrogating 
conflicting information, information analysis, developing 
arguments, positions, conclusions, implications 

 
• Focus on product construction rather than knowledge construction 
 
• Culture of finding rather than construction:  celebrating the found, 

not the understood 
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THE CHALLENGE:  Ban those “Bird” Units 

• Many types of research assignments using library or 
web-based sources contribute little or nothing to 
learning 

 

• Very little evidence of construction of new 
knowledge 

 

• Stockpiling of descriptive facts 
 

• Rarely guided and sustained throughout the 
research project 

 
• Rarely equip students with the range of information 

and technical competencies necessary to complete 
the task 

 
• Expert-based measures of level of knowledge vs 

conceptual change measures 
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“Transport” Approach to Knowledge Construction 

• Gathering facts, then more facts, then more facts 
 
• Stockpile of facts, even though facts were sorted, 

organized and grouped by end of task.  
 

• Remained on a descriptive level throughout 
 

• Limited intellectual engagement with the ideas 
 

• Surface knowledge 
 

• Saw the collection of facts as the end of the 
research  
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”Get the material from the Net, I read it. Write down 
some good sentences, make a few changes and read 
through it again. Making my own, sort of! Then I think - 
Replace here and there. Pick certain words and make 
my own text by adding new words. I recognise the text 
if I read it several times. Use those expressions that fit 
in.” (Kris) 
 
”I borrowed a book on sharks, picked out words from 
the book, from the text. I jotted these down in a little 
notebook as rough notes, then I rewrote it and then I 
painted a front page and then I put the whole thing into 
a booklet and the job was done.” (David) 

Prof Louise Limberg 

TRANSPORT OF TEXT 
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“Transform” Approach to Knowledge Construction 

• Initial:  superficial sets of properties 
 

• Moved beyond gathering facts: 
 - building explanations 
 - address differences in information 
 - organizing facts in more coherent ways 
 
• Interpret information  

 
•  Establish personal conclusions and reflections 

 
• Collecting facts was the beginning and not end  

 
• Facts were the basis for personal choice: choice 

of deep questions to research 
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Great 
Minds at 
work? 

 
Building 

Effective Inquiry 
 

Learning habits 
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The Leading of Learning Through the School 
Library 
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Guided Inquiry 

Carefully planned, closely supervised, targeted 
intervention(s) of an instructional team to guide 

students through curriculum based inquiry units that 
gradually lead towards deep knowledge and 

understanding.   
 

KNOWLEDGE OUTCOME 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 

It is underpinned by stimulating encounters with 
information – encounters which capture their interest 

and attention, and which motivate and direct their 
ongoing inquiry. 

 
INFORMATION FOUNDATION 
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Information Search Process 

1. Qualitative exploration of  
search process of high school 
seniors (1983) 

2.  Qualitative study of original 
sample after 4 years of college  
(1988) 

3.  Longitudinal study (1988) 
4.  Qualitative and quantitative 

study of high, middle and low 
achieving high school seniors 
(1989) 

5. Validation Study:  385 academic, 
public, and school library users 
in 21 sites  (1989) 

6. 1990-2012:  50 research studies 

Kuhlthau, C. C.  (2004).  
Seeking meaning:  A process 
approach to library and 
information services.  2nd 
edition.  Westport, CT:  
Libraries Unlimited. 
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The Knowledge Dilemma 
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The Information-to-Knowledge Problem 
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Information Search Process   Carol Kuhlthau 
  

  
Tasks     Initiation   Selection  Exploration   Formulation  Collection  Presentation Assessment 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  
Feelings  uncertainly  optimism    confusion       clarity   sense of       satisfaction or 
(affective)          frustration     direction/      disappointment 
                         doubt                     confidence 
 
Thoughts    vague----------------------------------------→focused 
(cognitive)            ----------------------------------------------→ 
       increased interest 
 
Actions    seeking relevant information-------------------------------→seeking pertinent information 
(physical)             exploring                                documenting 
  

 

Information-to-Knowledge Journey 

Zone of Intervention: the critical point / need for instruction 
GUIDED INQUIRY  
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Inquiry-Centered Pedagogy and National Curriculum 

Students develop capacity to:  
• pose insightful and purposeful questions  (Formulation)  
• apply strategies to uncover meaning and make reasoned judgments 

(Collection) 
• think beyond the immediate situation to consider the ‘big picture’ 

before focusing on the detail (Exploration) 
• suspend judgment about a situation to consider alternative 

pathways (Exploration) 
• reflect on thinking, actions and processes  (all stages, Assessment) 
• generate and develop ideas and possibilities (Collection) 
• analyze information logically and make reasoned judgments 

(Collection) 
• evaluate ideas and create solutions and draw conclusions 

(Collection) 
• assess the feasibility, possible risks and benefits in the 

implementation of their ideas (Collection, Assessment) 
• create meaningful representations of their deep knowledge 
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Project VS Authentic Learning Task 

PROJECT 
 

 Choose a country from the 
list provided and research 
how a tsunami affected that 
country. Include physical, 
geographical and economic 
effects. Use note cards to 
record information and 
sources. Write a 2-3 page 
paper using at least 4 
sources, including two 
sources from the WWW.  
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Project VS Authentic Learning Task 

AUTHENTIC LEARNING TASK 
 

• You are a member of a team of relief workers  to help 
victims of a tsunami. Your job is to help plan the govern-
ment’s recovery program.  

• Read descriptions, interviews, and personal accounts of 
tsunami victims on the Internet. From these accounts, 
determine how the tsunami affected physical, 
geographical, and economic conditions of people.  

• Use current sources to find information and data on 
recovery efforts. 

• Create graphic organizers (including charts, graphs) that 
document your findings.  

• Write a report to your government agency that explains 
and justifies relief measures you recommend and sets 
priorities for action.  

• Use citation; create a reference list of sources used. 
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Implementing G.I.  Key Design Strategies 

 Focus on identifying and solving real-world problems  
 

 Initiated though compelling situations which provide 
challenge and opportunity.   INSPIRATION 
 

 Connect with students’ background knowledge. 
 

 Exercise some choice over the topics, specific questions 
they want to answer and how to present their new 
understandings. 
 

 Instructional activities involve the students in thinking, 
acting, and reflecting, discovering and linking ideas 
 

 Instructional activities model and provide opportunity to 
experience the knowledge construction process. 
 

 Opportunities for sustained dialogue and feedback 
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Hall of Fame Research      “Greatness” 

• Where/when born, died, 
lived 

• Education/Jobs/Career 
• Challenges overcome 
• Qualities that led to 

greatness 
• Awards/Commendations  
• Political offices held 
• Best remembered for 

what 
• Connection to NJ 
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Critical thinking and Deep Knowledge? 

Walt Whitman 
(Camden)  
Considered by many to 
be the most influential 
poet in U.S. history 
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• Class blog:  personal viewpoint on greatness 
• Creative writing:  My dream of greatness 
• Sharing writing on class wiki 
• Class blog:  synthesis of responses:  what seems to 

be the idea of “greatness” in the class 
• Matching personal dreams with NJ database: search 

skills 
• Building background knowledge: life and times of 

people of interest; selecting focus 
• Creative knowledge building interventions:  putting 

ideas together; Using variety of analytical methods; 
Forming evidence-based opinions / viewpoints; 
Developing conclusions & positions; positing 
actions, implications and solutions; reflecting on 
these in terms of original knowing 

• Wiki to share final products:  group review and 
reflection 

Instructional Interventions 
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Lonely, Nervous, Brave, Determined, Sassy 
Daughter of parents who filled their house with music 
Music must have filled her loneliness when her father died 
Moved to New York for a better life. 
Who loved the night magic of Harlem,  
Who loved the celebrities and begging for autographs with her friends 
Who really loved singing and scatting  
Who loved her Aunt that took care of her as a child. 
Who felt loss, when her mother died  
Who felt anger when she was put in an orphanage 
Who felt trapped in those walls  but they couldn’t keep her down  
because she felt the pull of her song  
and the night magic of  Harlem. 
Who felt nervous and fear at auditions 
Who feared not being able to sing because she had no one to care for her  
Who feared dying from diabetes and possibly going blind,  
Who feared whom she would pass her singing crown down to 
Who wanted to see someone take over her singing crown 
Who would have liked to have spent more time with her late parents 
Who wanted to work with the best bands 
Who changed the world of jazz and swing 
Who was very proud of her awards and achievements 
She was “The First Lady Of Song”;  
she was “Sassy” and a Legend of Jazz 
Born in Virginia, grew up in New York,  
adopted by the world. 
Ella was great 
Fitzgerald 

Ella 
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Information Search Process   Carol Kuhlthau 
  

  
Tasks     Initiation   Selection  Exploration   Formulation  Collection  Presentation Assessment 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  
Feelings  uncertainly  optimism    confusion       clarity   sense of       satisfaction or 
(affective)          frustration     direction/      disappointment 
                         doubt                     confidence 
 
Thoughts    vague----------------------------------------→focused 
(cognitive)            ----------------------------------------------→ 
       increased interest 
 
Actions    seeking relevant information-------------------------------→seeking pertinent information 
(physical)             exploring                                documenting 
  

 

Information-to-Knowledge Journey 

Zone of Intervention: the critical point / need for instruction 

GUIDED INQUIRY  
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Curriculum Integration 

Curriculum Integration 
Ross J. Todd 
Curriculum Integration presents a 
curriculum integration matrix for 21st 
century learning in complex and 
diverse information environments. 
It outlines how Guided Inquiry as in 
instructional framework in 21st century 
schools can be developed and 
implemented to enable students to 
learn meaningfully from diverse and 
complex information sources. 
 
Australian Council of Educational 
Research Press  2010 
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Focus of Instructional Interventions 

• Resource-based capabilities: These are abilities and 
dispositions related to seeking, accessing and 
evaluating resources in a variety of formats, including 
people and cultural artefacts as sources. They also 
include using information technology tools to seek out, 
access and evaluate these sources, and the 
development of digital and print-based literacies.  

• Thinking-based capabilities: These are abilities and 
dispositions that focus on substantive engagement 
with data and information, the processes of higher 
order thinking and critical analysis that lead to the 
creation of representations/products that demonstrate 
deep knowledge and deep understanding. 

• Knowledge-based capabilities: These are the abilities 
and dispositions that focus on the creation, 
construction and sharing the products of knowledge 
that demonstrate deep knowledge and understanding. 
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• Reading to learn capabilities: These are the abilities and 
dispositions related to the transformation, communication 
and dissemination of text in its multiple forms and modes to 
enable the development of meaning and understanding. 

• Personal and interpersonal capabilities: These are the 
abilities and dispositions related to the social and personal 
aspects of leaning about self as a learner, and the social 
and cultural participation in inquiry learning. 

• Learning management capabilities: These are the abilities 
and dispositions that enable students to prepare for, plan 
and successfully undertake a curriculum-based inquiry unit. 

 
• Developed from Ohio, Delaware and Australia 

studies  (25,000 students)  (Todd, Hay) 
 
 

Focus of Instructional Interventions 
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ISP : INITIATION   How Might I Intervene? 

• Building engagement; Developing curiosity and 
motivation 

 

• Understand real world relevance and importance of the 
enquiry 

 

• Dealing with emotions :  doubt, uncertainty 
 

• Task organization,  time, process and effort management; 
Know when, where, and how to get help and guidance  
 

• Understanding knowledge requirements of task:  task 
analysis rubrics    Your expectations in terms of CCS 
 

• Establishing existing / prior knowledge: novice knowledge  
(what I know about) - Central concepts and relationships: 
concept mapping, mind mapping, Venn diagrams 
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ISP : TOPIC SELECTION  How Might I Intervene? 

• Choosing and justifying broad topics  - WITH 
ENGAGEMENT 

 

• Selecting sources to help topic selection      
 

• Using technology tools for topic selection 
 

• Developing openness to new ideas, diverse 
perspectives  
 

• Engaging in inquiry through reflection: I didn’t know 
that; I agree / disagree; I wonder that; Questions I have  
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INTERVENTIONS   ISP : SELECTION 

                     

Topics of 
interest to me 

Intriguing factors Positives Negatives Rank 
1- 5 

1. 

2. 

3.    

4. 

5. 

Rank your topics on a scale of 1 – 5 (1 = of 
little interest; 5 = very interesting) 
Circle your two most interesting topics 

Explain your choice in your 
conference with your class 
teaching team 
 D. Loertscher, C. Koechlin, S. Zwann.  Ban Those Bird Units:  15 Models for 

Teaching and Learning in Information-Rich and Technology-Rich 
Environments.  Salt Lake City UT: Hi Willow Research & Publishing, 2005, 
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INTERVENTIONS   ISP : EXPLORATION 

• Building a bigger picture, establishing 
interconnections 

 
• Encountering multiple viewpoints and perspectives;  
• dealing with conflicting knowledge;  
 
• Respecting and appreciating diverse cultural 

knowledges 
 
• Verifying and  clarifying existing ideas  
   
• Working constructively with sources such as 

Wikipedia 
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Building Background Knowledge Framing / Testing / 
Questioning Ideas  

Read 

View 

Listen 

Connect 

 
 

 


 

I didn’t know that! Questions I have??? 

I agree / disagree I wonder …. 

D. Loertscher, C. Koechlin, S. Zwann.  Ban 
Those Bird Units:  15 Models for Teaching 
and Learning in Information-Rich and 
Technology-Rich Environments.  Salt Lake 
City UT: Hi Willow Research & Publishing, 
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Who are 
the early 
Jazz greats 

What is Jazz? 

How is Jazz 
different to 
my favourite 
music  

When did jazz begin  

Jazz 
jargon 

How is Jazz similar to 
my favourite music  

Why is Jazz 
an important 
music form 

What are important 
characteristics of 
Jazz  

Main Jazz 
instruments  

Jazz music / 
musicians I recognize 
/video clips /podcasts 
I like 

My feelings 
about Jazz  

What next? Questions 
I want to explore, and 
why  40 ROSS TODD - Guided Inquiry: Overview & Instructional Framework 5/28



Dealing With Conflicting Information to Develop Knowledge 

Central 
Questions 

Source 1 
eg encycl 

Source 2  
eg  Poor 
quality 
web site 

Source 3  eg 
High quality 
web site 

Source 4  eg 
Newspaper 

Source 5 
High quality 
print source 

What I can 
say? 
Evidence for 
my 
statement? 

who 

what 

when 

where 

why 

how 

result 
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INTERVENTIONS   ISP : FORMULATION  

• Focusing the knowledge building task 
 
• Developing the focus question(s) and formulating 

personal knowledge outcomes 
 
• Develop real world justifications for research 

choices 
 
• Constructing the abstract / knowledge plan / 

statement of intention of the inquiry 
 
• Planning the structure of the inquiry 

 
• Feedback loops 
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Key Ideas 

• Teaching students to ask the right questions is one of the 
greatest skills we can instruct.  

• Thinking is not driven by answers but by questions. 
• The skill of question formulation is neither systematically 

nor  effectively taught at many levels of education. 
• At the heart of inquiry, students: 
 • produce their own questions 
 • improve their questions 
 • strategize on how to answer the question 

• develop the knowledge building skills to answer the 
questions 

• understand the real world value / implications of their 
questions in the answers they create 

• Produce their own questions, ongoing 
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Asking Questions: Key Outcomes & Challenges 

• Students are able to ask relevant and meaningful 
questions 

• Have the intellectual, technical and informational 
competencies to construct answers to their own 
questions 

• Able to build new questions based on the answers to 
their own question 

• Use their questioning skills in other areas outside of 
immediate learning contexts 
 

The problem of questioning:  no set rules and processes; 
relies on inner thoughts, experiences, emotions of 
questioner; spontaneous, reactionary, nebulous 
 
Guided in its development 
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Questions:  Give critical support for reading 
comprehension and reflection 

 
• Text-to-Self Connections:  Have you a similar 

experience? Heard of or read this before? What does 
this information mean to you? Have you felt like the 
character in the story? 

 
• Text-to-Text Connections:  similar ideas; different 

ideas; conflicting ideas 
 
• Text-to-World Connections: (Stretch thinking beyond 

particular to larger life issues) What is the author’s 
purpose? What is the author’s opinion on this issue?  
Do you agree / disagree with it? 
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Creating a Question Web 

• Students work collaboratively on building background 
knowledge of topic / class theme 

• Webbing the range of questions can help them narrow 
down a topic to a topic for a personal inquiry 

• Start with general brainstorming on questions:  record 
subtopic and questions in oval 

• Brainstorm for more questions based around original 
question(s); expand web as questions flow 

• Useful to model this strategy beforehand 
• Focus students not on what they know, but what they 

might want to know in form of questions 
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Broughton College NSW:   
Question JigSaw 
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Question Builder 
Is Did Can Would Will might 

Surface questions Digging questions Digging deeper Q 

Who 

What 

When 

Where 

How 

Why 
 
Which 
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Proposal / Statement of Intention 

Example of Proposal 1 : Due 24 February 
 

1. Research Question 
 
Will the computer change the 
way we are schooled? 
 
 
 
 

Sub-Questions 
 
a. What are the positive and negative aspects of computers in learning? 
 
b. Could current problems in teaching be solved by computers? 
 
c. Will schools become obsolete? 
 

2. Key words/terms 
a. Information superhighway 
 
b. cognition 
 
c. virtual reality 
 
 
d. multimedia 
 

Definitions of Key words/terms 
a. A vast network of shared information through computer, television, 
satellite. 
 
b. The act of learning and thinking. 
 
c. Computer or other electronic software that allows the user to 
experience a simulated environment. 
 
d. The incorporation of many types of media such as graphics, text, 
audio, and video into one resource. 

3a. Working Bibliography: 
Titles 
 
The Road Ahead_________ 
 
The Virtual School_______        
 
The Children’s Machine___ 
 
 

3b. What do I need to find them again? (e.g., Call number, Internet 
address) 
 
001 GAT 
 
http:www//virtualschool.yaleuniv.edu________________________ 
 
PRO 371.3 PAP_________________________________________ 
 
 

Submitted by: 
 
_______________________ 
Student 

Approved by: 
 
______________________     ____________ 
Teacher                                    Date 
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INTERVENTIONS  ISP : COLLECTION 

• Selection of sources:  pertinent, complex information 
rather than superficial information matched to 
specific focus;  

 

• Collecting data from disciplinary specific modes of 
inquiry:  interviews, surveys, experiments, 
observation, journaling 

 

• Transforming other people’s ideas into personal 
knowledge 

 

• Use of a variety of analytical methods 
 
• Forming evidence-based opinions / viewpoints 
 
• Develop conclusions & positions; posit actions, 

implications and solutions; reflect on these in terms 
of original knowing 
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Methods of Analysis 

• Chronological order/stages 
• Pro’s/con’s 
• Main ideas/supporting evidence 
• Causes/effects 
• Similarities/differences 
• Procedures/steps 
• Problems/solutions 
• Relationships (human/spatial) 
• Themes  
• Patterns 
• Perspectives 
• Best-worst/Most-least 
• Connections 
• Defining characteristics 
• How it works 

• represent/display data? 
• classify/categorize? 
• generalize? 
• find exceptions? 
• predict what is next? 
• imagine what if...? 
• determine what’s wrong? 

HOW CAN I... 

 
 LOOK FOR... 
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Knowledge Building: Supporting Tools 

• Debate Graph: wiki debate visualization tool  
• http://debategraph.org/ 

 
• Argument mapping 
• http://www.austhink.org/critical/pages/argument_mappi

ng.html 
 

• Mindmapping: Online Mind Mapping Software  
• http://www.mindomo.com/ 
 
• Concept Mapping / Graphic Organizers 
• http://www.graphic.org/ 

 
• http://mywebspiration.com/  Collaborative visual 

thinking 
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Transformation of Text::  Help Organizations 

The Information Base 
AMNESTY 
INTERNATIONAL 

Creating the Text Transforming the text 

History of 
Organization 

Vision and Goals of 
Organization 

Significant 
Achievements 

Barriers 
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Transformation of Text:  Help Organizations 

The Information Base 
AMNESTY 
INTERNATIONAL 

Creating the Text: Transforming the text 

History of Organization 

Vision and Goals of 
Organization 
“research and action focused on preventing and 
ending grave abuses of the rights to physical and 
mental integrity, freedom of conscience and 
expression, and freedom from discrimination, 
within the context of its work to promote all  
human rights” 
http://web.amnesty.org/pages/aboutai-index-eng 

Synthesizing sets of ideas 
into your own words 
 

Creating a bullet point 
summary 

Significant Achievements 

Barriers 
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INTERVENTIONS  ISP : PRESENTATION 

• Representation of new knowledge:  what does “good” 
history, science, economics knowledge like?  How is it 
typically presented in the real world? 

 
• Principles / criteria for applying modes of representation – 

textual, visual,  graphical – discipline requirements 
 
• Structuring ideas into a coherent, integrated body of 

knowledge 
 
• Using ICT tools to construct appropriate representations 

of new knowledge 
 
• Using ICT tools, techniques and critical thinking skills to 

communicate new knowledge in appropriate ways – 
appropriate to the discipline 
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Reflection Writing Tasks 
Writing task 1 and 2 consisted of the following questions 
 
1.  Write the title that best describes your research project at 

this time. 
2.  Take some time to think about your research topic.  Now 

write down what you know about this topic.   
3.  What interests you about this topic? 
4.  How much do you know about this topic?  Check ()  one 

box that best matches how much you know. Nothing, Not 
much, Some, Quite a bit and A great deal  

5.  Write down what you think is EASY about researching 
your topic. 

6.  Write down what you think is DIFFICULT about 
researching your topic. 

7.  Write down how you are FEELING now about your project.  
Check () only the boxes that apply to you. Confident, 
Disappointed, Relieved, Frustrated, Confused, Optimistic, 
Uncertain, Satisfied, Anxious or Other.  
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Additional Questions at Writing Task 3 

1. What did you learn in doing this research project?  
(This might be about your topic, or new things you 
can do, or learn about yourself) 

 

1. How did the SCHOOL LIBRARIAN help you? 
 

1. How did the TEACHER help you? 
 

• http://www.cissl.scils.rutgers.edu/impact_studies.html 
 

• Student Learning through Inquiry Measure (SLIM) 
 
SLIM Handbook 

•  
SLIM Reflection Instruments and Scoring Guidelines 
 
SLIM Scoring Sheet 
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 Critical Thinking 
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A TIME OF BOLD ACTION  
Edna St Vincent Millay   1892-1950 

“Upon this gifted age, in its 
dark hour 
Rains from the sky a meteoric 
shower 
Of facts, they lie unquestioned, 
uncombined. 
Wisdom enough to leech us of 
our ill 
Is daily spun, but there exists 
no loom 
To weave it into fabric.” 
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